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Abstract
We study theoretically and empirically the demand for microcredit under different
liability arrangements and risk environments. A theoretical model shows that the
demand for joint-liability loans can exceed that for individual-liability loans when
risk-averse borrowers value their long-term relationship with the lender. Joint liability then offers a way to diversify risk and reduce the chance of losing access to future
loans. We also show that the demand for loans depends negatively on the riskiness
of projects. Using data from a randomized controlled trial in Mongolia we find that
these model predictions hold true empirically. In particular, we use innovative data
on subjective risk perceptions to show that expected project risk negatively affects
the demand for loans. In line with an insurance role of joint-liability contracts, this
effect is muted in villages where joint-liability loans are available.
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Introduction

The past few years have witnessed an intense debate on whether microcredit can lift
people out of poverty. Advocates have long painted a picture in which many households
escape poverty once they get access to small loans. However, more recently, doubts have
emerged about whether microcredit systematically improves living standards. This scepticism has been fueled by rigorous evidence from across seven countries which shows that
when poor households get access to microloans this typically does not lead to meaningful
increases in either income or consumption (Banerjee et al. (2015b) and Meager (2016b)).
One explanation for these insignificant average impacts is that relatively few people
take up microcredit when it is offered to them. Low take-up rates may to some extent
reflect a lack of creditworthy borrowers and profitable projects: low-quality potential
borrowers may rationally self-select out of the credit market. Even among entrepreneurs
that in principle could service debt there may be limited appetite to borrow (Johnston and
Morduch (2008)). Low take-up may for instance reflect borrowers’ dissatisfaction with
the contractual structure of microcredit itself. That is, entrepreneurs that in principle
would like to borrow may be dissuaded from doing so because of certain unattractive
features of microcredit contracts and/or because of the riskiness of investment projects.
Moreover, recent advances in microcredit research suggest that even conditional on
loan take-up, treatment effects may be small (see, for instance, the meta-analysis by
Meager (2016a)) and concentrated among specific sub-populations (such as existing entrepreneurs, see Banerjee et al. (2015a)). Developing a better understanding of how different types of microcredit contracts impact entrepreneurial decisions therefore remains
of first-order importance. While theory has made substantial contributions to advance
our understanding of this issue, empirical work has lagged behind. One contribution of
this paper is to partially address this gap.
Microcredit contracts differ in many ways. An important question is therefore how
microcredit can be turned into a more attractive and hence more effective tool to increase entrepreneurship and living standards. Recent evidence suggests that small design
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changes – such as introducing grace periods (Field et al. (2013)) or tailoring repayment
schedules to the needs of individual borrowers (Beaman et al. (2015)) – may affect how
people use microcredit. This paper focuses on a quintessential feature of microcredit
contracts: their liability structure.
In the early days of its existence, much attention was given to microcredit contracts
in which borrowers form small groups and are jointly liable: they are responsible for the
repayment of each other’s loans. All group members are treated as being in default when
at least one of them does not repay and all members are then denied subsequent loans.
Such a feature, possibly exploiting informational advantages of clients relative to loan
officers, was supposed to improve loan performance and raise repayment rates. The fact
that joint-liability loans can also have a risk-sharing aspect received less attention in the
literature. In this paper, we focus on this aspect, as it can possibly increase loan take-up
in situations where projects are risky and where uncertainty is a salient component of
the decision process.
The main idea, which we explore both theoretically and empirically, is that joint
liability encourages risk sharing among group members and, therefore, reduces the risk
involved in any given project. This may, in turn, lead to an increase in the proportion of
borrowers that start a business (compared with individual-liability credit). To formalize
this simple point, we develop a concise theoretical model where individuals choose whether
to take up a loan for a risky project or to pursue a safe project. Risk-averse investors
are less willing to take up a loan to finance a risky project the higher is the risk of such
projects.1 The model produces two main testable predictions. First, individuals are more
likely to take up a loan when offered a joint-liability contract instead of an individualliability one. Second, while in both contractual frameworks take-up rates go down with
the risk of the project, this effect is muted for joint-liability contracts.
We provide empirical evidence on the relationship between risk and loan take-up that
is consistent with these theoretical predictions. To do so, we exploit the data used in
1

As is well known, the possibility of default introduces an important non-concavity in the objective
function of borrowers which might induce them to prefer riskier projects. As this issue is not the focus
of the paper, we assume that lenders impose a sufficiently large penalty upon default so as to avoid
this issue.
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Attanasio et al. (2015), which contains detailed survey data from a randomized controlled
trial (RCT) in Mongolia. As part of this RCT, individual-liability and joint-liability
credit was randomly introduced across villages (while no credit was introduced in a set
of control villages). This unique set-up allows for a clean comparison of both types of
liability structure while keeping other product features constant.2
The analysis in Attanasio et al. (2015) focused on measuring the poverty impacts of
both types of microcredit as well as comparing their repayment performance. We found a
small positive impact of access to joint-liability loans (but not of individual-liability loans)
on food and total consumption while there were no differences in repayment performance.
An open question posed at the end of that paper is why joint-liability loans may have been
more effective at raising consumption? This paper aims to at least partially answer this
question by focusing on the differential loan take-up between both lending programs and
by exploiting novel data on subjective returns expectations of investment projects in both
treatment arms. In particular, we introduce the notion that perceived investment risk
is an important determinant of loan take-up and, moreover, one that interacts strongly
with the liability structure of the credit that is on offer.
To provide evidence for these hypotheses, we use as yet unexploited survey data on
subjective returns expectations that were collected as part of the original RCT. The Mongolian survey data contain, for each respondent, crucial information about the subjective
probability distribution of the returns on the investment project that could be financed
by the newly available microcredit. Having elicited such subjective probability distributions through a number of questions we describe below, we can compute the riskiness of
investment projects at the individual and (by averaging) at the village level. The use of
subjective expectations and measures of riskiness derived from such expectations data is
a novel feature of this paper. It allows us to relate differences in loan take-up between
individual and joint-liability schemes to the (perceived) riskiness of the projects available
to individuals across different villages. The two model predictions mentioned above can
2

Neither our theoretical model nor our empirical set-up allows borrowers to choose the liability structure
of the microloans on offer. Instead, they are supplied with access to either joint or individual-liability
credit.
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be used as a theoretical framework to interpret these results. Our results show that the
subjective riskiness of projects negatively affects the demand for loans but that this effect is muted in villages where joint-liability loans are available. This result confirms the
insurance role of joint-liability contracts.
Our findings contribute to a rich literature on joint-liability lending that has emerged
over the last two decades.3 Theoretical work has explored how joint liability may reduce
adverse selection (Ghatak (1999, 2000) and Gangopadhyay et al. (2005)); ex ante moral
hazard by preventing excessively risky projects and shirking (Stiglitz (1990), Banerjee
et al. (1994) and Laffont and Rey (2003)); and ex post moral hazard by preventing nonrepayment in case of successful projects (Bohle and Ogden (2010)). While in models such
as those developed by Ghatak and Guinnane (1999) joint liability fosters mutual insurance
among group members, and consequently leads to better repayment performance, Besley
and Coate (1995) and Allen (2016) show how (full) joint liability may also induce group
borrowers to default strategically. More recently, De Quidt et al. (2016) compare jointliability lending with two types of individual-liability lending: with and without group
meetings (which facilitate informal mutual insurance). They show that in a context
of high social capital, individual-liability lending where borrowers are able to sustain
informal mutual insurance (implicit joint liability) can improve upon explicit joint-liability
lending in terms of borrower welfare and repayment.
On the empirical side, a small number of papers assess the impact of liability structure
on repayment performance. Ahlin and Townsend (2007) test empirically the implications
of different models with joint liability in the context of Thailand and find a negative relationship between the degree of joint liability, as proxied by the fraction of the group that
is landless, and repayment. Giné and Karlan (2014) examine the impact of joint liability on repayment through two experiments in the Philippines. They find that removing
joint liability, or introducing individual liability from scratch, did not affect repayment
rates over the ensuing three years. In a related study, Carpena et al. (2013) exploit a
quasi-experiment in which an Indian lender switched from individual to joint liability,
3

See Ghatak and Guinnane (1999) for a comprehensive early summary.
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the reverse of the switch in Giné and Karlan (2014). They find that joint liability significantly improved repayment rates. Mahmud (2015) explores the shift by a Pakistani
microfinance institution from individual-liability lending (guaranteed by a non-borrower)
to joint-liability lending (without mandatory group meetings) and documents a significant improvement in repayment behaviour (among those that decide to take up a loan
under the new joint-liability regime).
Unlike this earlier theoretical and empirical work, our main focus is not so much on
repayments but on the take-up of productive investments. Whilst we do not discuss
the specific credit-market frictions, such as moral hazard and adverse selection, that
prevent the financing of these projects in the absence of a micro-lender, we consider
the impact of joint liability relative to individual liability on risk taking and investment
behavior. This issue has been explored to a lesser extent in the literature and remains
ambiguous.4 On the one hand, joint liability may encourage risk–taking if clients expect
to be bailed out by co-borrowers as part of the mutual insurance mechanism inherent to
joint-liability contracts. On the other hand, joint liability may reduce moral hazard if
borrowers monitor each other and if there is a credible threat of punishment, for instance
through social sanctions, in case a co-borrower defaults. Giné et al. (2010) find, based
on laboratory-style experiments in a Peruvian market, that contrary to much of the
theoretical literature, joint liability stimulates risk taking - at least when borrowers know
the investment strategies of co-borrowers. When borrowers could self-select into groups
there was a strong negative effect on risk-taking due to assortative matching. Fischer
(2013) undertakes similar laboratory-style experiments and also finds that under limited
information, joint liability stimulates risk taking as borrowers free-ride on the insurance
provided by co-borrowers.5 When co-borrowers have to give upfront approval for each
others’ projects, ex ante moral hazard is mitigated.6
4
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Early seminal contributions on informal insurance arrangements are Coate and Ravallion (1993) and
Ligon et al. (2002). In these models, risk-averse individuals agree on an informal risk-sharing arrangement that, while legally not enforceable, is credible due to expected future reciprocity.
Wydick (1999) provides empirical evidence from Guatemala on intra-group insurance against idiosyncratic risks.
A related empirical literature investigates the introduction of formal insurance products on risk-taking
in settings where (imperfect) informal insurance is available. Mobarak and Rosenzweig (2013) find
that the introduction of formal (rainfall) insurance, which complemented informal insurance networks
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The results of our theoretical model are consistent with those of Fischer (2013) and
Giné et al. (2010). Our contribution is to focus on the interaction between the liability
structure of microcredit and borrowers’ own perceptions of the local risk environment.
In particular, we show that joint liability can substantially reduce the negative effect of
expected project risk on loan take-up.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. We start by presenting our
theoretical model (Section 2) and then describe the data we use to check whether our
model predictions hold true in the given context (Section 3). Section 4 presents our
findings and a number of robustness tests, after which we conclude in Section 5.

2

Risk sharing in a model of microcredit with different
liability contracts

Unlike earlier papers in the microcredit literature, our emphasis is not on repayments
but on the take-up of productive investments. The main idea that we want to outline
is that joint liability might encourage (or provide an institutional setting that allows)
risk-sharing among group members as, de facto, it reduces the amount of risk involved
in a given project. Joint liability may therefore lead to an increase in the proportion
of borrowers that start a business. We use the predictions of our model to provide
an interpretation of the results we obtain using data collected as part of a randomized
controlled trial.

2.1

General set-up

We consider individuals who can either invest in a productive but risky project or in a
safe project. Each individual is endowed with a quantity D. If invested in the safe project,
D provides a certain return of DRs . We can think of this as financing consumption or
some very simple activity that is not particularly risky or productive.
among households, increased risk-taking among Indian farmers by incentivising them to switch to
higher-risk, higher yield crop varieties.
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All individuals also have access to a risky project. This risky project requires an
investment of D + B, with B considerably larger than D. We assume that investing in
the risky project yields a return of RL , which is a random variable with probability density
function f (RL ) and support [0, R̄L ]. There is a lender that supplies loans of size B to
finance the project at a rate RB . In order for an individual to afford the repayment of the
loan, the realised return on the risky investment must satisfy the condition RL (D + B) ≥
RB B. We define A =

RB B
(D+B)

as the minimal realisation of RL that allows the individual to

repay an individual-liability loan. We assume that when the realised return on the risky
investment is less than A the borrower will default and repay nothing. As discussed below,
default has a cost. We further assume that E[RL ] > A > RB > Rs ; that the outcome
of the project is perfectly verifiable by the lender; and that repayments (assuming that
RL (D + B) ≥ RB B) are enforceable.
Although the model is static (we consider only one period), we assume that the
relationship with the lender is valued by the borrower and default upon a loan involves
a loss. The relationship between the borrower and the lender may be of a long-term
nature: default may jeopardize this long-term relationship and thus will involve a cost.
We therefore assume that the maintenance of this relationship is valued at some exogenous
amount K (which we define in terms of "utils").7
At the end of the period, individuals enjoy utility that depends on whether they chose
the safe or risky project and, in the latter case, on the realisation of the random variable
RL , the return on the risky investment. If they do not default on the loan (either because
they invested in the safe asset or because they invested in the risky asset and repaid on
time) they also obtain the aforementioned K utils. K represents the reputation with the
lender and the associated availability of future loans (which may moreover come at a lower
interest rate if the lender rewards repeat borrowing). If default is publicly observable in
the local community, K may also include the preservation of social collateral.
The individuals in our model economy are heterogeneous in Rs , that is, there are
7

Allen (2016) presents a model in which the value of future borrowing determines the optimal level of
joint liability. If liability is lower or higher than the value of a continued lending relationship then
within-group risk sharing is reduced or strategic default among borrowers is induced, respectively.
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differences in the returns to the safe project, such as home production. We need this
heterogeneity to allow some individuals to borrow while others do not. All individuals
share the same utility function, which is increasing and concave, as well as the utils
that they derive from the long-term relationship with the lender. Finally, all individuals
consume an amount y which is exogenous and cannot be recovered by the lender.
We now consider two types of contract: individual liability and joint liability. For
simplicity, we assume that joint liability groups include only two individuals and that
individuals form groups with other individuals with a similar Rs to themselves.8 Note
that both in the model and in our empirical set-up individuals do not choose the contract
type that is on offer to them.

2.1.1

The individual-liability contract

When an individual does not take up a loan, she retains the long-term relationship with
the lender. When an individual liability loan is taken and the project is successful (that is,
if RL > A), the borrower repays RB B and preserves her long-term relationship with the
lender. If the project is unsuccessful, the borrower retains her realised return (RL (D +
B)) but loses her relationship with the lender and the associated utils (K). In either
scenario the individual also consumes the exogenous amount y. We therefore assume
that under individual liability, an individual who does not take up a loan achieves utility
u(y + Rs D) + K, where u is a concave utility function. An individual who takes up a loan
achieves utility u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K if she can repay the loan, that is if RL > A
and utility u(y + RL (D + B)) if RL < A. This last assumption is in line with anecdotal
evidence from the field. Notice that RL is a random variable and that we assume that
no repayment is made when RL < A. Expected utility, in this case, when an individual
takes up a loan, is given by:
8

When we consider different degrees of risk aversion we obtain very similar results. Note that in our
experiment matching was endogenous and take-up was high, suggesting that assortative matching
took place. Appendix A provides evidence that individuals within a group are indeed characterized by
similar risk attitudes. See Ahlin (2009) for related evidence from Thailand.
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E[uindiv. ] =

ZA

ZRL
u(y + RL (D + B))f (RL )dRL + [u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K]f (RL )dRL

0

2.1.2

(1)

A

The joint-liability contract

In the case of joint liability, we assume that the two borrowers are identical in the product
DRs . That is, individuals are matched in groups with similar individuals in the one
dimension of heterogeneity that we are considering. We also assume that the returns
to the risky projects that the two individuals are considering are drawn from the same
distribution f (RL ). This symmetry assumption simplifies the analysis and is not crucial
for the point we want to make. However, in Appendix A we report evidence supporting
this assumption. For simplicity, we also assume that the outcomes of the two projects
are not only identically distributed but also independent.
The two individuals in a group are jointly liable for their loans. As they are identical,
they make the same choices. If they choose the safe project and do not take up a loan,
they both receive DRs and preserve the long-term relationship with the lender. If they
take up a loan, even from the point of view of a single individual we need to consider what
happens to her partner. Therefore, instead of the two cases considered in the individualliability case, we need to consider six different possibilities. Denoting with RL the rate of
return for the investment of individual 1, and with R˜L the return for individual 2, these
six cases are:
Case 1 : RL ≥ A, R˜L ≥ A
Case 2 : RL ≥ 2A − R˜L , R˜L < A
Case 3 : RL < A, R˜L ≥ 2A − RL
Case 4 : RL ≥ A, RL ≤ 2A − R˜L , R˜L < A
Case 5 : RL < A, R˜L ≤ 2A − RL , R˜L ≥ A
Case 6 : RL < A, R˜L < A

The six cases are easily understood on the basis of Figure 1, which depicts them in the
(RL , R˜L ) space. In case 1, both individuals’ projects are successful and they both repay
9

their loan and interest and hence preserve the long-term relationship with the lender. In
case 2 (3), individual 2 (1) is unsuccessful but individual 1 (2) realises a large enough
return on their own investment that they can "bail-out" the other individual by making
up the difference between RB B and their borrowing partner’s realised return. Due to the
bail out, both individuals maintain the long-term relationship with the lender. In cases
4, 5 and 6, at least one of the individuals is unsuccessful, and the other’s return is such
that they are together unable to meet their joint repayment requirement. Consequently
both lose their relationship with the lender (but keep their own realised returns). In all
cases, both individuals consume the exogenous amount y.
Figure 1: Outcome possibilities in a joint-liability group consisting of two members

2.2

Theoretical results

We now present four propositions. The first provides a way to characterise the proportion
of loan takers in terms of the variable Rs∗ , which describes individual heterogeneity. The
second provides a relationship between the variance of the risky investment projects and
the proportion of loan takers. These two propositions are standard and set the base
for the following two that characterise differences between individual and joint-liability
contracts. The last two are useful to provide a framework to interpret our empirical
results.
10

Proposition 1. Under individual liability, there exists a level of returns
to the safe project Rs , Rs∗ , such that individuals with Rs > Rs∗ invest in
the safe projects and individuals with Rs ≤ Rs∗ apply for a loan from the
lender. Analogously, under joint liability, there is a level of returns to the
safe project Rs , Rs∗∗ , such that individuals with Rs > Rs∗∗ offered a jointliability loan invest in the safe projects and individuals with Rs ≤ Rs∗∗ offered
a joint-liability loan take it up to finance the risky project.
Proof. The proof of this proposition follows from the consideration of the
expected utility under the two alternatives and from the fact that the excess
return on the risky project is monotonic and decreasing in Rs .

This proposition is very intuitive and does not merit special discussion. It simply
characterises how this model works and is used to understand the propositions that
follow. In this model, we perform comparative statics exercises by studying the effects of
changes in fundamentals on Rs∗ and Rs∗∗ .

Proposition 2. Consider a distribution of RL , g(RL ) (with cdf G(RL ))
which is a mean-preserving spread of f (RL ). If K is sufficiently large, both
under individual liability and joint liability, the fraction of individuals that
take up a loan is smaller under g(RL ) than underf (RL ) in the sense that both
Rs∗ and Rs∗∗ are lower under g(RL ) than under f (RL ).
Proof. See Appendix B.

This proposition indicates that an increase in the riskiness of the investment project
decreases the proportion of individuals that take up the loan, both under individual and
joint liability. As mentioned above, the presence of the possibility of default for low values
of the return makes the utility function non-concave over a region of the domain of RL ,
so that to obtain the result we need a sufficiently large K.
It should be said that the size of K required for Proposition 2 to hold, is different in
the individual- and joint-liability cases, as shown in Appendix B. It turns out that an
11

assumption on the size of K is also necessary to obtain a proposition that compares jointand individual-liability contracts.
Assumption 1. Suppose that K is such that:

E[uindiv.∗ ] − E[ujoint∗ ]
K>

R
RL 2A−R
R L
˜
˜
L
L
L
L
F (A) −
f (R )dR f (R )dR
0

(2)

0

Where:

E[u

indiv.∗

ZA
]=

ZRL
u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B)f (RL )dRL
u(y + R (D + B))f (R )dR +
L

L

L

0

A

(3)

is the expected utility from investing in the risky asset under the individualliability contract – ignoring any potential utility from retaining relations with
the lender (K) – and:

E[ujoint∗ ] =

Z2A 2A−R
Z
0

L

u(y + RL (D + B))f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL +

0

ZRL ZA
+

ZA

ZRL

u(y)f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL

0 2A−RL

u(y + (RL + R˜L )(D + B) − 2RB B)f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL

A 2A−RL

ZRL ZRL
u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B)f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL
+

(4)

A A

is the expected utility from investing in the risky asset under the joint-liability
contract, again ignoring potential utility gains from a retained relationship
with the lender.
This assumption easily delivers the following proposition:

Proposition 3. If Assumption 1 holds, the fraction of individuals that apply for
the loan under joint liability is higher than the one under individual liability.
12

Proof: See Appendix B.

The intuition behind this proposition is quite simple and becomes clear by rearranging
Assumption 1:

ZRL 2A−R
Z

(
K

1−
0

L

f (R˜L )dR˜L f (R )dR
L

L



)
− 1 − F (A)
≥ E[uindiv.∗ ] − E[ujoint∗ ]


0

The expression in braces on the left-hand side is the expected probability of successfully
repaying the loan under the joint-liability contract, minus the probability of repaying
under the individual-liability contract. Hence the entire expression on the left-hand side
is the expected increase in utils that comes from the insurance effect of entering a jointliability contract rather than an individual one. Under joint liability, an individual is
more likely to maintain a relationship with the lender, and enjoy the benefits that accrue
from this, because even in cases when they do not meet their own repayment requirement
(A), they may still be bailed out if their partner’s realisation of R˜L is sufficiently large
(specifically, if R˜L ≥ 2A − RL ).
The expression on the right-hand side is the change in expected utility that arises from
the different mean returns under the two different contracts. Under joint liability the
mean return from the investment is lower because there are now additional states of the
world where the individual must bail out their partner (and thus give up RB B−R˜L (D+B)
of their own return) or be bailed out (and thus give up their realisation of RL (D + B) to
their partner as a partial payment of their debt). Thus Assumption 1 states that when
the insurance effect dominates this mean return effect, the joint-liability contract induces
a greater fraction of individuals to apply for credit.
We now consider again the mean-preserving spread used in Proposition 2 to characterise how the increase in risk affects loan take-up differentially across different types of
contracts. We need, however, to specify an additional assumption on the magnitude of
the exogenous utility gain from succeeding in repaying the lender.

13

Assumption 2. Suppose that K is such that:

K ≥ u(y + RB B) − u(y)

This ensures that the exogenous number of utils that individuals receive upon repayment
of their loan is sufficiently large to make repayment desirable at the margin (at RL = A).
This in turn delivers Proposition 4:
Proposition 4. Suppose Assumptions 1 and 2 hold. Then the negative effect of
the variance of the project on loan take up is larger under individual liability
than under joint liability. That is:
EG [u(y + Rs∗ D)] − EF [u(y + Rs∗ D)] < EG [u(y + Rs∗∗ D)] − EF [u(y + Rs∗∗ D)]

Proof: See Appendix B.
This final proposition establishes that the negative effect of an increase in risk on loan
take-up is smaller under joint liability. We bring this proposition to the data and use it
to interpret our results in what follows.9
9

The model assumes that, due to randomisation, the distributions of project returns do not differ
systematically between the joint-liability and individual-liability villages. While it is difficult to provide
conclusive evidence for this assumption, we do have access to respondents’ subjective assessment of the
revenues of their project in the worst-case and best-case scenarios (cf. Section 3.3). When we take the
best-case expectations as a proxy for the upper bound of the revenue distribution, we find that the initial
mean is similar in both village types (p-value = 0.22). If liability structure would impact investment
decisions (and therefore the returns distribution), this could materialize in our setting if respondents,
once they receive access to a certain type of microcredit, abandon their investment plans. To check
whether systematic selection effects occurred, we average maximum revenue expectations across all
borrowers in the individual-liability villages and then do the same for the joint-liability villages. Under
the assumption that conditional on investing, people indeed invested in the same projects that they
mentioned before they knew the randomization outcome, we expect that the average best-case return
of projects is the same in both village types if – as per our model – this return is not affected by the
liability structure. In contrast, if the liability structure on offer systematically dissuaded borrowers
from carrying out certain types of projects, then the average best-case return of projects by respondents
that did take up a loan may start to differ between both types of villages. We find that the average
best-case returns for those that took up loans do not differ significantly between both village types
(p-value=0.16).
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3

Data

In this section, we describe the experimental data we use to study the impact that the
offer of different liability structures has on the take-up of loans and interpret the results
in the light of our model’s structure.

3.1

The experiment

To assess the impact that risk perceptions and different types of contracts have on loan
take-up, we need a setting that provides substantial cross-sectional heterogeneity in investment risk, empirical measures to gauge potential borrowers’ own perceptions of this
risk, and exogenous variation in the liability structure of the microcredit contracts on
offer. We use data collected as part of the impact evaluation of a microfinance initiative
that satisfy these three requirements. The evaluation implemented a randomized field
experiment among 1,148 relatively poor women in 40 villages across five rural provinces
in Mongolia. The aim of the experiment was to measure and compare the impact of
individual-liability contracts with the impact of joint-liability microcredit contracts on
various poverty outcomes. The measurements of a variety of outcomes were complemented by the elicitation of subjective perceptions of investment risk and returns. The
findings about the impact of the availability of microfinance on several outcomes are
discussed in Attanasio et al. (2015), who also provide a detailed description of the experimental set-up and data collection. We provide a brief summary here.
The 40 villages were randomized into three groups: 10 villages did not receive loans
from the implementing partner; in 15 villages individual-liability loans were offered; and
in a further 15 villages joint-liability loans were offered. Before randomization, extensive
baseline data were collected from women who were interested in taking up a microloan.
These women were identified during information sessions that were held in February
2008. The data used in this paper therefore refer to respondents who had expressed an
interest in borrowing before they knew whether they would be offered a loan as part of
the experiment and, if so, whether this would be an individual- or a joint-liability loan.
15

Table 1: Descriptive statistics and treatment-control balance
Control Group

Respondent age
Respondent education(<=VII)
Respondent religion(1=Buddhist)
Household composition
# members
# adults (>=16 years old)
# children (<16 years old)
Self-employment activities
Any type of enterprise
Respondent has own enterprise
Other employment activities
# of non self-empl. income sources
Wages from agricultural work
Wages from private business
Wages from mining
Wages from teaching
Wages from government
Income from benefits
Any other income
Household asset index
Risk measures
Individual-level risk
Village-level risk

Indiv - Control

Group - Control

Obs

Obs

Mean

St. Dev.

Coeff.

p-value

Coeff.

p-value

961
961
961

260
260
260

40.881
0.150
0.758

9.360
0.358
0.429

-1.521
-0.013
-0.058

0.179
0.754
0.375

-0.506
-0.021
0.000

0.337
0.289
0.998

961
961
961

260
260
260

4.888
1.754
3.158

1.828
1.255
1.530

-0.048
0.009
-0.069

0.851
0.958
0.720

0.047
0.005
0.032

0.712
0.950
0.746

961
961

260
260

0.60
0.396

0.490
0.490

-0.012
-0.005

0.849
0.937

0.000
-0.016

0.998
0.566

961
961
961
961
961
961
961
961
961

260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260
260

0.546
0.088
0.119
0.023
0.112
0.100
0.850
0.073
0.06

0.742
0.285
0.325
0.150
0.315
0.301
0.358
0.261
0.95

0.042
0.037
0.006
-0.012
-0.009
0.014
-0.027
0.030
-0.115

0.646
0.361
0.834
0.517
0.786
0.737
0.457
0.412
0.414

0.062
0.021
0.023
0.011
-0.014
0.003
0.000
0.010
0.00

0.227
0.227
0.175
0.332
0.369
0.882
0.976
0.517
0.973

952
961

257
260

0.204
0.152

0.035
0.032

0.010
0.016

0.393
0.240

-0.001
0.006

0.887
0.356

Notes: Household (business) asset index: Calculated for a list of home electrical appliances (business assets). Each asset is given a weight
using the coefficients of the first factor of a principal-component analysis. Each index, for a household i, is calculated as the weighted sum
of standardized dummies equal to 1 if the household owns the durable good. The individual and village-level risk measures are coefficients of
variation. Source: Baseline household survey and author calculations. Sample: All respondents that were interviewed at both baseline and
endline.

Table 1 provides a brief overview of all respondents in the sample that were interviewed
at both baseline and endline. On average, the women were 41 years of age and 85% of
them had received formal schooling for more than seven years. The respondents lived in
households of on average five members, three of which were children below the age of 16.
60% of the women interested in a loan lived in a household that had a business and in
40% of cases the women owned a business themselves. The business was typically the
only source of income. As mentioned above, the lender explicitly focused on relatively
poor women. This is reflected in the fact that the average household in our sample earned
MNT 1,100,000 ($955) per year,10 which compares to an average rural household income
of MNT 3,005,000 ($2,610) in 2007 (Mongolian statistical office). The last four columns
of Table 1 also show that randomization was successful. None of the presented variables
shows any imbalances between the intervention arms.11
After the baseline survey, villages were randomized into the intervention arms and
10

We define earnings as entrepreneurial profits plus wages from formal employment by all household
members. Social benefits are excluded.
11
Attanasio et al. (2015) provide a more detailed discussion of the treatment-control balance at baseline.
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lending groups were formed in the villages that were allocated to the joint-liability treatment. The treatment period during which the lender provided loans in both types of
villages lasted 1.5 years: from March 2008 to September 2009. During this period, participating women in treatment villages could apply for (repeat) loans12 , while the lender
refrained from lending in the control villages. At the end of the period a detailed follow-up
survey was conducted among the respondents in all 40 villages.
The sample we use in this paper differs from the full experimental sample for two
reasons. First, we exclude control households as we are interested in a comparison between
households that receive access to individual-liability versus joint-liability microcredit.
Second, our main outcome variable–whether a respondent applied for credit or not–is
constructed by linking the survey data to administrative data from our implementing
partner. During this data merge we lose 13 observations.

3.2

The loan products

As in the model, which assumes that loans are taken up to invest in a productive project,
the purpose of both the individual and the joint-liability loans was to finance small-scale
entrepreneurial activities.13 Table 2 provides an overview of the main loan features.
Given the focus on business creation and expansion, loans had a grace period of
either two months (loans exceeding six months) or one month (shorter loans). The
average maturity and loan size differed by liability structure. Most joint-liability loans
were composed of individually approved sub-loans with a maturity of between 3 and 12
months depending on the loan cycle (within a group all sub-loans had the same maturity).
The maturity of individual-liability loans was slightly longer. The average size of the first
joint-liability loan was USD 279 as compared with USD 411 for individual loans (see also
Section 4.3).
The interest rate of both types of loans varied between 1.5% and 2% per month and
was reduced by 0.1% after each successful loan cycle. Other dynamic incentives included
12
13

Of all borrowers 47 per cent received at least one repeat loan during the experiment.
Besides agriculture - both animal husbandry and crop growing - the main village industries are baking,
wood-processing, retail activities and felt making.
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Table 2: The loan products
Monthly interest rate
Grace period
Repayment frequency

Progressive traits
In case of default

1.5 to 2%
One or two months depending on loan maturity
Monthly, no public repayment meetings. In case of jointliability loans, the group leader collects and hands over
repayments to the loan officer
Larger loans, lower interest rate and longer maturity
after each repaid loan
Loss of access to future loans (for the whole group in
case of joint-liability loans)
Individual-liability loans

Liability structure
Individual
st
Average maturity 1 loan 224 days
Average maturity 2nd loan 234 days
Average size 1st loan
USD 411
Average size 2nd loan
USD 472
Collateral
Flexible approach

Joint-liability loans
Joint
199 days
243 days
USD 279
USD 386
Joint savings (20% of loan)
sometimes supplemented by
assets

Notes: This table describes the main characteristics of the individual and joint-liability loans.
Average loan size is conditional on having a loan. Average loan size of joint-liability loans refers to
loans per borrower not per group. Loans were disbursed in tögrög not USD.

the possibility to increase the loan amount and/or maturity after each repaid loan. In
our model these dynamic incentives are reflected in K, the amount at which borrowers
value the relationship with the lender.
Group members had to agree among themselves who would apply for a loan and for
what purpose. The lender then screened each application and if a project was deemed too
risky, the lender would exclude that applicant while the other members could still get a
loan. Group leaders were responsible for monitoring and collecting monthly repayments
and handing them over to the loan officer. In line with our model, borrowers would lose
access to future loans from the institution in case of default. Joint-liability contracts
stated explicitly that the lender would terminate lending to the whole group if a group
member did not fully repay a loan.
There were no public repayment meetings.14 Groups decided themselves on the modal14

Field and Pande (2008) randomly assign weekly or monthly repayment meetings (for individual-liability
loans) and find that a lower-frequency schedule can significantly reduce transaction costs without
increasing defaults. However, building on the same experiment, Feigenberg et al. (2013) show that
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ities of their cooperation, including whether to meet regularly or not, and if so, how
frequently (typically once per month). The joint-liability loan was therefore more flexible
than “traditional” group lending, which borrowers often consider burdensome due to the
frequent and lengthy repayment meetings (Wydick (1999)).15
The lender took a flexible approach towards collateral in which loan officers decided
whether collateral was requested or not. In the case of joint-liability loans, some groups
needed to save an amount equivalent to 20% of the loan size before the loan would
be disbursed (the joint savings were then used as collateral). Our data show that on
average 66 (91) per cent of all first-time joint-liability (individual liability) loans were
(partially) collateralised. The lower prevalence of collateral in joint-liability villages is to
be expected as the joint-liability structure (and the associated reliance on social capital)
de facto acts as a partial substitute for traditional collateral. This lower prevalence may
partially explain the higher take-up of joint-liability loans that we document (at least in
the presence of higher investment risk).

3.3
3.3.1

Measuring investment risk
Eliciting subjective expectations about entrepreneurial returns

To test our model predictions we need information on the investment risks as perceived
by potential borrowers themselves. Our baseline survey data contain unique primary
information on the subjective probability distribution of the returns on the investment
projects that could be financed by the newly available microcredit. The survey asked all
participants that intended to use the loan for a business investment (83% of all participants)16 about the expected maximum and minimum values that future returns could
take. The specific wording of the questions was: “If the enterprise were to be extremely
successful, how much total gross revenue/total sales would you expect to make over the
more frequent meetings have a positive impact on borrowers’ social capital and pro-social behavior.
In the longer term this resulted in lower default rates on borrowers’ second loans (even though all
borrowers had by that time reverted to the same repayment frequency).
15
In Giné and Karlan (2014) weekly meetings were held in both individual and joint-liability villages.
16
We asked respondents ‘If you were to receive a loan from XacBank, what would you mainly use it for? ’
and only if the answer was “set-up an enterprise”; “fund existing enterprise”; “set-up/contribute to joint
enterprise”; or “set-up/contribute to partner’s enterprise” did we ask the expectation questions.
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next 12 months (in togrog)? ” and “If the enterprise turned out to be extremely unsuccessful, how much total gross revenue/total sales would you expect to make over the next 12
months (in togrog)? ”. We note that, rather than asking a question about profits, respondents were asked a question about revenues. While this is unfortunate, the correlation
between profits and revenue at baseline is above 0.55.
After getting an answer, the interval defined by the minimum and maximum was
partitioned into two equal intervals and respondents were asked to assess the probability
that future revenue would be below and above the average value. The specific wording
of the questions was: “How likely do you think it is that in the next 12 months, this
enterprise’s total gross revenue/total sales will be above the average revenue amount
[xxx]?” and “How likely do you think it is that in the next 12 months, this enterprise’s
total gross revenue/total sales will be below the average revenue amount [xxx]?” In other
words, we elicited information about the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of future
returns. By making assumptions about the functional form of the distribution, this data
can then be used to construct moments of the expected return distribution, including
means and standard deviations.17
Whilst the questions on the minimum and maximum were relatively easy to ask,
the questions involving a probability statement were somewhat more challenging.18 In a
developing country context, the majority of respondents typically have little schooling and
may not be familiar with the concept of probabilities and probability laws. We therefore
took the time to carefully explain, with the help of visual aids, these concepts to the
respondent and conducted a practise round. We elicited the probabilities with the help
of a ruler that had numbers from 0-100. During the practice round, we asked respondents
17

As an alternative to making distributional assumptions, one can simply use the average of the minimum
and maximum as a measure of location and their difference as a measure of uncertainty. Our results
hold independently of whether we use the coefficient of variation to measure investment risk (which
requires functional form assumptions) or the range of expected returns (calculated without any such
assumptions). We present results based on the coefficient of variation and provide robustness tests
using the simpler measure in Table 8. The fact that results are very comparable is in line with findings
by Attanasio et al. (2005); Attanasio and di Mario (2008); and Delavande et al. (2011b).
18
Dominitz and Manski (1997)and Attanasio and Augsburg (2016) use similar questions (on household
income) in a developed and developing country context, respectively. While these studies ask respondents about four and three thresholds, respectively, the use of more than one threshold is rare in a
developing country context and we therefore also only used one.
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about the likelihood that it would snow tomorrow. The respondent was asked to point
to 0 if she was absolutely sure that it would not snow the next day, and to 100 if she was
sure it would snow, and a number closer to 100 than to 0 if she was not absolutely sure
but perceived it more likely to snow than not.
There are two restrictions we could have imposed during the survey to ensure that
responses adhere to theory. The first concerns the expected minimum and maximum
returns. There is a discussion in the literature as to whether the reported values truly
reflect the maximum (minimum) or some very high (low) quantile (see, for example,
McKenzie et al. (2013)) and hence whether reported probabilities of zero or one should
be imposed. We decided to impose this restriction neither during the elicitation process
nor in our analysis. This is in line with Delavande et al. (2011a) who show that, at least in
the specific context they analyze, respondents seem to associate some high percentile with
“the maximum”. Also some of our respondents appear not to report the true minimum
or maximum and we discuss this in more detail in Appendix F.
Second, the two reported probabilities should in theory add up to one. We could have
imposed this condition during data elicitation, or alternatively, we could have only asked
one of the probabilities and calculate the second, assuming the respondent would have
reported it in line with probability laws. This latter approach was taken by Attanasio
et al. (2005), who decided to split their sample randomly after which half were asked
the probability that the outcome of interest (future income) would be between the minimum and the midpoint while the other half were asked the probability that the expected
outcome would be between the midpoint and the maximum. They then test whether,
on average, the reported probabilities sum to one. Without dropping observations that
reported probabilities of zero and one, they do not find this to be the case. It is difficult
to assess what drives such inconsistencies. Potential explanations include measurement
error in probabilities, misreported thresholds, or respondents that do not understand the
questions well. In Appendix F we provide some evidence that the latter explanation is unlikely because different reporting errors do not correlate with respondent characteristics,
such as their education.
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3.3.2

Fitting a subjective distribution of future enterprise returns

We use the expectation information described above, and in particular the reported probabilities, to fit a respondent-specific subjective distribution of future entrepreneurial returns. We then compute various moments to be used in the analysis. Following Attanasio
et al. (2005) and Attanasio and Augsburg (2016), we assume a piece-wise uniform probability distribution. That is, we assume that the density is a constant for values of the
return below the midpoint reported by respondents and a different constant for values
above the midpoint, where the two constants are determined by the probability of being
below (or above). We focus on the mean and standard deviation of this distribution. We
could have used a more complicated distribution function, but our single point of the
cumulative distribution function does not allow us to determine which distribution best
fits the shape of respondents’ expected future enterprise returns.
Table 3 presents cross-sectional statistics for the main return moments at the individual (columns 1 and 2) and village level (columns 3 and 4). The average expected return
is USD 2,308 in our sample. The second row shows the standard deviation. Being able to
use the second moment of the subjective income distribution is particularly interesting
in our setting as it reflects individual uncertainty. Without the expectation data, one
would be forced to use sectional variability of actual returns as a proxy for uncertainty.
As highlighted by Attanasio and Augsburg (2016), this is legitimate “only under very
stringent assumptions, as the cross-sectional variability of actual revenues reflects both
intrinsic heterogeneity among different individuals and different realizations of random
shocks drawn from a similar distribution. Only the latter represents true uncertainty”.
The mean of the standard deviation of the subjective return distribution is USD 381.
This is much lower than the cross-sectional uncertainty of realized returns in the year
prior to the baseline survey (USD 1,600; unreported). Whether the realized risk indeed
ended up this low is of course another matter. Important in the context of this study is
that we capture the ex ante perceptions of the respondents.
The third line in Table 3 shows that the coefficient of variation–the standard deviation
of expected revenues normalized by the mean expected revenue–is 0.16 on average. This
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Table 3: Moments of the subjective distribution of entrepreneurial returns
Outcome

Individual level

Average expected returns (USD)
Standard deviation expected returns (USD)
Coefficient of variation

Village level

mean

s.d.

mean

(1)

(2)

(3)

2,308
381
0.163

4,270
934
0.033

2,292
382
0.166

s.d
(4)
1,214
235
0.030

Notes: This table provides summary statistics for the main measure of subjective investment
risk–the coefficient of variation–and its components. The first (last) two columns give statistics
calculated at the individual (village) level.

is the main variable we will use in our empirical analysis, either at the individual level or
aggregated by village (our results are robust to defining risk either way).19
We consider the risk measure aggregated at the village level for two reasons. First and
foremost, we feel that the available measures might be affected by measurement error.
Averaging at the village level is equivalent to using village-level dummies as instruments
and, therefore, to using only the variation across villages in the mean and variance of
returns to identify their effect on loan take-up. This is analogous to assuming that
projects available in a village are homogeneous in terms of their return.20
Second, the survey only asked about expected investment returns for those women who
intended to invest the loan into a business. The information is therefore missing for the
17% of the sample that planned to use the loan for consumption expenditures (including
education and health). In our baseline regressions, we use the full respondent sample
including those that indicated that they would use the loan (partially) for consumption.
To do so, we impute the individual-level expectations data in four steps. We first run
19

The summary statistics for the village-level and the individual-level coefficient of variation in Table 2
differ slightly from those in Table 3. This is because Table 2 analyses balance across the full sample
of respondents that were interviewed both at baseline and at endline. We then compare respondents
in the control villages with those in individual-liability treatment villages and, separately, with those
in joint-liability treatment villages. The sample in Table 3 is different as the control villages are no
longer present and the sample is slightly smaller due to the fact that we match the survey data with
administrative data of our implementing partner.
20
In Table C.1 in Appendix C, we regress village risk on various village characteristics. Perceived
investment uncertainty is higher in villages that recently experienced a crop disaster; where more
people lost their job over the last year; where households have more dependents (children younger
than 16 and the elderly); where dairy or felt production is a key local industry (vulnerable to weather
shocks); where fewer people are Buddhist (indicating a heterogeneous ethnic composition as Buddhism
is the main religion in Mongolia); and that are further from the province centre (a measure of access
to services).
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a probit regression of whether the expected risk measure is missing or not, using village
dummies, interviewer dummies and covariates as explanatory variables. We then compute
the inverse Mill’s ratio and in a next step regress the individual risk measure on village
dummies, the Mill’s ratio and covariates. Lastly, we save the coefficients and impute
expected risk. All our results also hold when we exclude these (partial) consumers as can
be seen in Table 9 in Section 4.4.
Note that the variability of the coefficient of variation across villages is basically the
same as the variability of the same measure at the individual level. There is thus not
much variability within villages.

4

Empirical findings

Whilst our focus is to study how the demand for microcredit depends on whether a lender
offers joint or individual-liability contracts and on the perceived riskiness of prospective
investment projects, we organize the presentation of our empirical results around the
predictions of our theoretical model, which is a useful tool to interpret our findings.
Although our sample was pre-screened and included only women that had expressed an
initial interest in taking a loan, we do observe substantial heterogeneity in loan demand
and take-up.

4.1

Liability structure and loan applications

Proposition 3 above states that, under some mild and plausible conditions on the value
of access to future loans, loan demand will be higher under joint liability than under
individual liability. In Table 4, we test this hypothesis on the basis of a sample of all
women who were interviewed both at baseline and at endline and that had access to
either individual or to joint-liability loans (depending on which of these two treatments
had been randomly assigned to their village).
Due to the village-level randomization, the potential borrowers in the joint and
individual-liability villages are very similar along a large number of observable charac-
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teristics (Table 1). They also do not differ in terms of their risk aversion (p-value: 0.33)
or our subjective measure of investment risk (p-value: 0.21). Our full sample at baseline consisted of 1,148 women, out of which 849 (299) were based in treatment (control)
villages. The sample used in Table 4 is slightly smaller due to a few missing observations.
As our dependent variable, we want a measure that reflects decisions by potential
borrowers (that is, credit demand) and that is not polluted by loan-officer behavior (credit
supply). The model itself suggests that group members aim to bail each other out if K
is valued high enough. This implies that loan officers might be slightly more lenient in
granting loans to riskier clients in joint-liability villages because of this mutual insurance
effect. To purge our dependent variable from any such effects, we use information collected
as part of the follow-up household survey. Respondents were asked whether they had
applied for a loan with the lender during the experiment and, if so, whether this loan
was granted or not. In case the loan was granted, the respondent was asked whether
she accepted the loan offer or not. The outcome variable in Table 4 is Applied for loan:
a dummy variable that is “1” if the respondent applied for a loan at our implementing
partner (XacBank) and she accepted the loan offer if she received one; and “0” otherwise.
Out of the total population of potential borrowers in the 30 treatment villages, 64%
initially applied for a loan (59.3% in individual-liability villages and 68.1% in joint-liability
villages) and 50.5% ended up borrowing (44.1% in individual-liability villages and 57.4%
in joint-liability villages). Of the women that did not borrow, most were rejected by the
lender and we classify these rejected respondents as loan applicants (their demand for
credit was not met by a supply; dummy is “1”). However, 32 women did not borrow
because they received but then rejected a loan offer. We classify this latter group as
non-applicants (dummy is “0”).
We can now estimate a probit model for the probability that a respondent applied
for a loan with the lender. We are interested in the coefficient for Joint liability, an
indicator of whether the potential borrower was based in a joint-liability rather than an
individual-liability treatment village. The first column of Table 4 presents a parsimonious
specification while the second column also includes household-level covariates. The third
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Table 4: Liability structure and loan applications
Outcome: Applied for loan
(1)

(2)

(3)

0.110*
(0.086)

0.115*
(0.070)

0.108*
(0.070)

Household covariates
Province fixed effects

No
No

Yes
No

Yes
Yes

Obs.

836

829

829

Joint liability

Notes: This table shows probit regressions to estimate the relationship between
the microcredit liability structure offered to potential borrowers and loan takeup. Coefficients are marginal effects. p values in parentheses, robust standard
errors clustered at the village level. Covariates included in columns (2) and (3)
are: indicator variables whether the household head has high education and is
married, his/her age and age squared, whether the household includes at least
one member above the age of 60 and below the age of 16, and whether the
household is Buddhist and Hahl. We also include information on the household’s
economic status (whether the dwelling is owned, whether they own a fence, well,
vehicle, tools, animals, the value of assets) and indicators whether certain shocks
were experienced in the last year (crop disaster, illness, jobloss, death). We
finally account for whether the household had debt outstanding and the number
of loans. The loss in observations in these two columns is due to missing covariate
information. * indicates significance at p < 0.10, ** p < 0.05, and *** p < 0.01.

column adds province fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered at the village level.
Since we have 30 villages in total (15 individual-liability and 15 joint-liability treatment
villages), we also ran linear versions of these regressions so that we can use the wild
cluster bootstrap-t procedure in light of the relatively small number of clusters (Cameron
et al. (2008)). This does not affect the significance level of our results (as can be seen by
the + signs next to the p-values in robustness Table 7 in Section 4.4.).
Across all three specifications, and in line with our Proposition 3, the application
probability is about 11 percentage points higher in the joint-liability villages (this difference is significant at the 10% level). Most household-level covariates are not strongly
correlated with take-up. Households that at baseline owned a well, fence or tools and
machinery had a higher probability of getting a loan, either because they are less poor
or because they could use these items as collateral. Importantly, these household-level
determinants are very similar across both types of treatment villages. In Table D.1 in
Appendix D we show that there are virtually no differences across both village types in
terms of various observable characteristics of those that decide to take up loans.
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4.2

Investment risk, liability structure and loan applications

When risk-averse individuals make investment choices, they consider not only the mean
expected return of a project but also its risk. In the context of our model, Propositions 2
and 4 focus on how changes in project risk, as measured by the variance of its expected
returns, affect loan take-up under the two different lending contracts.
We use our preferred measure of perceived project risk, the coefficient of variation of
expected investment returns, to study the relationship between risk and loan take-up.
As discussed above, we either average the coefficient of variation at the village level or
measure it at the individual level. We then exploit the variability of this measure across
individuals and villages to identify the relationship between contractual arrangements,
risk and loan demand.
Table 5: Investment risk, liability structure and loan applications
Village-level risk

Individual-level risk

(1)
-0.657∗∗∗
(0.000)

(2)
-0.655∗∗∗
(0.001)

(3)
0.0816∗
(0.091)

(4)
0.0803∗
(0.096)

Investment risk, CV

-3.822∗∗∗
(0.003)

-3.777∗∗∗
(0.002)

-1.893∗∗∗
(0.001)

-1.833∗∗∗
(0.004)

JL * Investment Risk

4.906∗∗∗
(0.000)

4.867∗∗∗
(0.001)

2.108∗∗∗
(0.007)

2.154∗∗∗
(0.005)

Joint Liability (JL)

Average expected return (ER)

-0.00566
(0.964)

0.0381
(0.676)

JL * ER

0.0540
(0.656)

0.000836
(0.989)

Household covariates
Province FE
Observations

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Notes: This table shows probit regressions to estimate the relationship between microcredit liability structure, investment risk and loan demand (applications). In columns 1
and 2 (3 and 4), investment risk is measured at the village (individual) level. Coefficients
are marginal effects. Covariates are the same as in Table 4. p-values in parentheses,
robust standard errors clustered at the village level. *, **, *** indicates significance at
the 10, 5 and 1 percent level.
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Table 5 shows the estimates from a probit model where the probability of applying
for a loan is a function of the (average) subjective risk measure and its interaction with
liability structure. We again control for various household covariates, include province
fixed effects, and cluster standard errors at the village level. In this and all subsequent
tables with interaction terms, we de-mean the risk and return measures in the interaction
terms for ease of interpretation. The coefficients are marginal effects.
The results in Table 5 line-up nicely with the theoretical predictions of our model.
In particular, we find that when investment risk is higher – as measured by a high
average variance of subjective risk perceptions – the probability of taking up a loan (and
presumably engaging in a productive activity) is significantly lower. Potential borrowers
that are more uncertain about their future returns appear less willing to commit to the
fixed repayment schedule of a loan. This also holds true when we control for expected
returns (columns 2 and 4). We note that the coefficients on risk are larger in absolute value
when we use village averages, consistent with the hypothesis that individual measures are
affected by measurement error that introduces an attenuation bias.
While the coefficient on the joint-liability dummy is negative and significant when
using village-level risk, it is not significantly different from zero when using individuallevel risk. Moreover, the interaction term between joint-liability and investment risk is
significantly positive. The sum of the two coefficients on risk (which represents the effect
of risk in joint-liability villages) is positive but not significantly different from zero. That
is, as predicted by Proposition 4, the effect of project risk on loan take-up is muted in
villages where joint-liability contracts are offered. This is in line with our hypothesis that
the higher take-up in joint-liability villages can be explained by the insurance role that
such contracts play.21
21

When we conduct an F-test for the joint significance of the joint-liability dummy, the coefficient of
variation, and their interaction term, we can reject the null of no joint significance in all four columns
(p-value is 0.00 in each case).
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4.3

Investment risk, liability structure and loan size

An interesting follow-up question to consider is whether the liability structure of the
microcredit contracts on offer also has an impact on the intensive margin. Are women that
are more uncertain about future returns less willing to take out larger loans (conditional
on borrowing) and is this effect tempered in joint-liability villages where mutual insurance
may reduce the risk associated with higher debt levels?
The Tobit regressions in Table 6 indicate that this is indeed the case. This holds both
when we consider the size of the first loan (columns 1-4) or the total amount borrowed
during the experiment (columns 5-8). While, conditional on loan take-up, joint-liability
loans tend to be smaller than individual-liability ones (cf. Table 2), higher uncertainty
about future entrepreneurial performance is associated with considerably smaller loan
amounts. This holds regardless of whether we measure investment risk at the individual
or at the village level, although the estimated coefficients are larger in absolute value when
we use village averages. Importantly, the interaction term between investment risk and
joint liability is consistently positive and large: borrowers that face higher investment
risk felt comfortable with borrowing more in joint-liability than in individual-liability
villages, all else equal. This holds both when we measure loan take-up by the size of
the first loan or by the total amount borrowed and also when we control for average
expected investment returns and their interaction with the liability structure on offer
(even columns).
The results also indicate that joint-liability loans are smaller than individual-liability
ones. Informal conversations with loan officers indicated that some of the joint-liability
group clients started joint projects, leading to smaller loans per person. This feature
does not appear in the model, and would be problematic because the returns to different
individuals would be perfectly correlated, removing the insurance motive for joint liability.
However, the typical group has more than two clients and, therefore, even when joint
projects are started, more than one project. This provides the scope for insurance and
the differential effect we document of risk on loan take-up and on loan size.
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Table 6: Liability structure, investment risk and loan size
Outcome: Size of first loan
Village-level risk

Outcome: Total amount borrowed

Individual-level risk

Village-level risk

Individual-level risk

Joint Liability (JL)

(1)
-999∗∗∗
(0.002)

(2)
-936∗∗∗
(0.003)

(3)
-78.92
(0.195)

(4)
-76.12
(0.190)

(5)
-1440∗∗∗
(0.006)

(6)
-1345∗∗
(0.010)

(7)
-4.313
(0.965)

(8)
-4.951
(0.957)

Investment risk, CV

-3443∗∗∗
(0.009)

-3731∗∗∗
(0.003)

-1739∗∗
(0.028)

-1998∗∗
(0.020)

-5031∗∗
(0.019)

-5288∗∗
(0.010)

-2454∗∗
(0.040)

-2698∗∗
(0.040)

JL * Investment Risk

5405∗∗∗
(0.001)

5157∗∗∗
(0.002)

2007∗∗
(0.037)

1940∗∗
(0.041)

8404∗∗∗
(0.002)

7954∗∗∗
(0.004)

3572∗∗
(0.020)

3480∗∗
(0.020)

Av. expected return (ER)

-188.2
(0.243)

-158.5
(0.100)

-250.0
(0.343)

-173.7
(0.251)

JL * ER

141.4
(0.318)

123.3∗
(0.096)

260.6
(0.252)

188.3∗
(0.078)

Household covariates
Province FE
Observations

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Notes: This table shows left-censored (at 0) tobit regressions to estimate the relationship between the microcredit
liability structure offered to potential borrowers, investment risk and the loan amount in US$. In columns 1-4 the
outcome variable is the size of the first loan and in columns 5-8 the total amount borrowed over the period of the
experiment. In columns 1, 2, 5, 6 investment risk is aggregated at the village level, in columns 3, 4, 7, 8 at the
individual level. p-values in parentheses, robust standard errors clustered at the village level. Covariates are the same
as in Table 4. *, **, *** indicates significance at the 10, 5 and 1 percent level.

4.4

Robustness

In this section, we submit our baseline findings to a number of robustness tests. In Table
7, we first run linear probability models instead of probit regressions. The estimated
marginal effects change only slightly and the significance levels remain the same overall,
which is reassuring. This is the case in our baseline regressions without investment risk
(columns 1-3); when we measure investment risk at the village level (columns 4-5) and
when we measure investment risk at the individual level (columns 6-7). In each case, the
interaction between Investment risk and Joint liability also remains significant when we
use the wild cluster bootstrap-t procedure (Cameron et al. (2008)).
Next, in Table 8, we replace the coefficient of variation, a risk variable that requires an
additional functional-form assumption, with a simpler alternative risk measure, the range
of variation (the difference between the minimum and maximum expected entrepreneurial
returns). The results again remain qualitatively unchanged, both when we estimate probit
regressions (columns 1 and 2) and when we use linear regressions (columns 3 and 4).
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Table 7: Robustness: Linear regressions
Applied
(2)
0.111∗
(0.087)+

(3)
0.0976∗
(0.097)+

Applied, IL

(4)
-0.527∗∗
(0.046)

(5)
-0.605∗∗
(0.032)

(6)
0.0645
(0.115)

(7)
0.0584
(0.193)

Investment risk, CV

-3.433∗∗
(0.014)++

-3.381∗∗
(0.017)++

-4.032∗∗∗
(0.003)+++

-4.022∗∗∗
(0.003)+++

JL * Investment Risk

3.957∗∗
(0.018)+

4.380∗∗
(0.015)+

4.582∗∗∗
(0.000)+++

4.972∗∗∗
(0.000)+++

Joint Liability (JL)

(1)
0.110∗
(0.097)+

Applied, VL

Avg. exp. return (ER)

-0.101
(0.416)

0.120
(0.185)

JL * ER

-0.0711
(0.599)

-0.105∗
(0.074) +

Household covariates
Province FE
Observations

No
No
836

Yes
No
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Notes: This table provides robustness tests, using a linear regression approach instead of probit regressions to estimate
in columns 1-3 the relationship between microcredit liability structure and loan demand (application) and in columns 4-7
the relationship between microcredit liability structure, investment risk and loan demand (applications). In columns 4, 5
investment risk is measured at the village level, in columns 6, 7 at the individual level. p-values in parentheses, robust
standard errors clustered at the village level. Covariates are the same as in Table 4. *, **, *** indicates significance at the
10, 5 and 1 percent level. + , ++ , +++ indicates significance using the wild cluster bootstrap-t procedure at the 10, 5 and 1
percent level.

In Table 9, we exclude respondents who during the baseline survey indicated that they
did not intend to use future credit for any entrepreneurial purpose. In the analysis so
far, we included these respondents while imputing the values for the entrepreneurial risk
measures. We prefer our baseline specification because all respondents could effectively
use resources for an entrepreneurial activity and because dropping part of the sample
might introduce selection issues. However, after dropping this 17 percent of the sample,
our results continue to hold: higher risk is associated with fewer loan applications but
this effect is muted where microcredit is offered with joint liability.
In Table E.1 in Appendix E, we replicate our baseline finding from Table 5 in the
first column. One may worry that other covariates correlate with investment risk and
this may drive part of the interaction effect between Investment risk and Joint Liability.
To analyze whether this is the case, we add a number of additional covariates and their
interactions with Joint liability in the following columns
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In column 2, we add an indicator for whether the household head is highly educated
or not and interact this variable with Joint liability. In column 3, we do the same with
an indicator whether the household had loans outstanding at baseline or not. Some
borrowers already had a small loan at the start of the experiment (typically some form of
consumer credit) and this variable turned out not to be balanced at baseline. The results
show that participants that already had some credit were also more likely to borrow for
business purposes during the experiment. In column 4, we add an indicator of whether
the household owned an enterprise at baseline while in column 5 we add a measure of
risk aversion (we count the number of ‘safe’ choices that a borrower picked when going
through a set of five paired lottery choices, as in Holt and Laury (2002)).
Table 8: Robustness: Range risk measure
Probit

Linear

(1)
0.0861∗
(0.090)

(2)
0.0578
(0.254)

(3)
0.0724
(0.135)

(4)
0.0475
(0.324)

Investment risk, range

-0.651∗∗∗
(0.010)

-0.728∗∗
(0.012)

-0.590∗∗
(0.018)

-0.673∗∗
(0.021)

JL * Investment Risk

0.687∗∗
(0.033)

0.777∗∗
(0.021)

0.609∗
(0.060)

0.719∗∗
(0.034)

Joint Liability (JL)

Average expected return (ER)

0.150
(0.273)

0.150
(0.249)

JL * ER

-0.0948
(0.508)

-0.116
(0.391)

Household covariates
Province FE
Observations

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Notes: This table provides robustness tests where we measure subjective investment risk as the range between reported minimum and maximum expected returns
instead of the coefficient of variation. Columns 1-2 (3-4) report probit (linear) regressions. p-values in parentheses, robust standard errors clustered at the village
level. Covariates are the same as in Table 4. *, **, *** indicates significance at the
10, 5 and 1 percent level.

In all cases, we continue to find a negative relationship between investment risk and
demand for credit and this relationship is muted in joint-liability treatment villages. This
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is also the case when we add the additional interaction terms (Highly educated, Loans at
baseline, Enterprise at baseline, Risk aversion) all at the same time (unreported). In
sum, including these additional interaction terms does not impact our findings on the
role of joint liability and perceived investment risk. Moreover, these covariates do not
have a strong independent effect on loan applications, with the exception of Loans at
baseline, which increased the likelihood of loan application during the experiment and
did so independently of the liability structure that was on offer in a village.
Table 9: Robustness: Excluding respondents with non-productive investment intentions
Village-level risk

Individual-level risk

(1)
-0.559∗∗∗
(0.000)

(2)
-0.599∗∗∗
(0.001)

(3)
0.0706
(0.134)

(4)
0.0655
(0.176)

Investment risk, CV

-3.243∗∗∗
(0.004)

-3.100∗∗∗
(0.004)

-1.337∗∗
(0.036)

-1.207∗
(0.079)

JL * Investment Risk

4.016∗∗∗
(0.001)

4.219∗∗∗
(0.001)

1.625∗∗
(0.029)

1.710∗∗
(0.015)

Joint Liability (JL)

Average expected return (ER)

0.113
(0.396)

0.102
(0.296)

JL * ER

-0.0700
(0.583)

-0.0735
(0.209)

Household covariates
Province FE
Observations

Yes
Yes
674

Yes
Yes
674

Yes
Yes
674

Yes
Yes
674

Notes: The regressions in this table estimate the relationship between microcredit liability structure, investment risk and loan demand (applications). They are based on a
sample that excludes respondents that reported at baseline that they intended to use the
loan for consumption purposes. In columns 1 and 2 (3 and 4), investment risk is measured at the village (individual) level. p-values in parentheses, robust standard errors
clustered at the village level. Covariates are the same as in Table 4. *, **, *** indicates
significance at the 10, 5 and 1 percent level.

Finally, in Table E.2 in Appendix E, we check whether our results are robust to imposing two restrictions on our subjective expectations data when creating our investment
risk measure, the coefficient of variation. As discussed in Section 4.1, so far we have
not used any restrictions. In columns 3 and 4, we re-estimate our baseline regressions
(repeated for ease of reference in the first two columns) while imposing two restrictions.
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First, we replace all values where respondents reported probabilities of zero or one with
imputed values. Second, we do the same for all respondents whose reported probabilities
added up to more than 120 or less than 80. The results in the left- and right-hand side
of Table E.2 are very similar, indicating that imposing these restrictions has very little
impact.

5

Conclusions

We have analyzed the demand for microcredit under different liability arrangements and
risk environments. We started out with a theoretical model to show that the demand
for joint-liability loans can exceed that for individual-liability loans when risk-averse
borrowers value their long-term relationship with the lender. Joint liability then offers a
way to diversify risk and to reduce the chance of losing access to future loans.
To perform our analysis, we need a setting with significant cross-sectional variation
in investment risk as well as a good measure of individuals’ subjective perceptions of
this risk. Moreover, we need exogenous variation in the liability structure that is offered
to borrowers. We exploit data from a randomized controlled trial in Mongolia that
fulfill these requirements and obtain empirical findings that are in line with our model
predictions. We first of all observe that individuals that are offered a joint-liability loan
are more likely to take up credit than individuals that are offered individual-liability
credit. Using novel measures of subjective risk perceptions, we find that – in line with
the predictions of the model – the probability of loan take-up is lower in villages where
risk is higher. In line with an insurance role of joint-liability contracts, this effect is muted
in villages where joint-liability loans are available.
The recently published RCTs on the impact of microcredit have made significant
progress in understanding the (average) impacts of microcredit. At the same time, this
evidence has also raised many new questions. We think an interesting research agenda
– both from an academic and a practitioners’ angle – is to study whether microcredit
product design (liability structure, flexible repayment schedules, grace periods etc.) can
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contribute to higher take-up rates and possibly stronger impacts. An important policy
implication of our findings is that product design can be a key determinant of loan take-up
and that this may hold true in particular in high-risk environments, which are prevalent
in many emerging and developing countries.
In particular, our results suggest that in such risky environments, especially relatively risk-averse borrowers may value the insurance aspect of joint-liability microcredit
contracts as it provides them with a form of insurance. While a continuation of the
trend towards liability individualization may therefore be beneficial to less risk averse
(for example, relatively wealthy) borrowers, this trend may at the same time gradually
exclude poorer and more risk-averse borrowers from the market for formal financial services. Additional research, in which theory and empirical work continue to inform each
other – as recently advocated by Fischer and Ghatak (2011) – is necessary to further
the debate about the relationship between the design of microcredit contracts and the
real-economic impact of microcredit among populations that were previously excluded
from formal finance.
A related direction for future research concerns the role of ex ante differentiation
among microcredit clients so that microlenders can better target their product offer. Here,
explicitly distinguishing between smaller consumption loans versus larger (and longer)
entrepreneurial loans may be important, as are better ways to help successful microcredit
clients to transition from micro to SME status. Recent empirical research indicates that
while the average impacts of access to microcredit may be small, there can be significant
positive longer-term effects on business growth and performance for borrowers with a
pre-existing enterprise (and thus a demonstrated interest in and ability to conduct a
business).22 Rigorous empirical research, informed by theory, will be necessary to help
microfinance practitioners to gradually move from a cookie-cutter approach towards a
more differentiated product offer.

22

See, e.g., Angelucci et al. (2015); Banerjee et al. (2015a); Meager (2016a).
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Appendices
Appendix A - Assortative matching
We would like to assess whether group formation in joint-liability villages was characterized by assortative matching. Theory suggests that homogeneous matching may take
place based on risk types (Ghatak (1999), Ghatak (2000); Gangopadhyay et al. (2005),
Ghatak (2000); Gangopadhyay et al. (2005)). Alternatively, borrowers may match heterogeneously to benefit as much as possible from mutual insurance (Sadoulet (1999)).
We first analyse whether our experimental setting was characterized by self-selection
into homogeneous risk groups. To do so, we create borrower-level measures of risk aversion
and subjective project risk. To measure risk aversion, we count the number of ‘safe’
choices that a borrower picked when going through five paired lottery choices (cf. Holt and
Laury (2002)). To measure project risk, we use the log difference between the respondent’s
highest and lowest return estimate for the next year.
Next, we use these two risk measures to assess whether the observed borrower groups
were more homogeneous in terms of risk aversion and borrower risk when compared to
all hypothetical borrower configurations (of the same group sizes) that could have been
possible in a village but did not materialize in reality (see Figure A.1). To compare
the observed configuration with this universe of hypothetical group configurations, we
calculate for each configuration the village-level summary measure Between. We do this
for both the risk-aversion measure and the project-risk measure. Between is the ratio of
the between-group to the overall variance in a village. As a measure of group homogeneity,
high values of Between indicate that within-group variance is low.
We then compare how homogeneous the observed grouping of borrowers in a specific
village is compared with the possible groupings of the same borrowers in that village.
Due to the limited number of hypothetical groupings in a village it is not possible to
calculate the exact percentage of possible groupings that would have resulted in a lower
Between measure. Instead we calculate a sorting percentile range and report its mean.
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Figure A.1: Assortative matching in joint-liability villages, by risk

For the risk aversion measure, the average village has a mean sorting percentile of 0.62.
This means that, on average, 62 per cent of all the possible groupings in the joint-liability
villages would have resulted in a lower Between value than the one observed. That is,
the average village is more homogeneous than 62 per cent of all possible groupings. The
median village is more homogeneous than 72 per cent of all possible groupings. For the
income risk measure, we find similar results. Here the mean (median) sorting percentile
is 65 (70) per cent. We conclude that it is likely that the endogenous group formation in
the 15 joint-liability villages was to some extent characterized by assortative matching.
In a next step, we also assess whether there is evidence of assortative matching based
on the respondent’s intended loan use at baseline. Our data suggest this is not the case.
As with sorting based on risk, we compare the observed configuration with all possible
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group configurations and calculate for each configuration the village-level measure Between. For the variable that indicates a respondent’s intention to fund or setup her own
business, the average village has a mean sorting percentile of 0.52. This means that, on
average, 52 per cent of all the possible groupings in the joint-liability villages would have
resulted in a lower Between value than the one observed. The average village is thus more
(less) homogeneous than 52 (48) per cent of all possible groupings. For the intention to
setup or fund a joint business, these numbers are 49 (51) per cent and for the intention
to use the loan for non-business purposes they are 51 (49).
Figure A.2: Assortative matching in joint-liability villages, by intended loan use

Figure A.2 shows the distribution of the observed sorting percentiles across villages
against the uniform distribution. In case of strongly homogeneous groups, we would
expect the observed distribution to be above the uniform one. This would indicate that
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a smaller share of observed villages has a lower sorting percentile than if the distribution
was uniform. We do not find strong evidence for this hypothesis. We conclude that it
is unlikely that the endogenous group formation in the fifteen joint-liability villages was
characterized by assortative matching based on intended loan use.
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Appendix B - Proof of Propositions 2, 3 and 4
Proof of Proposition 2
Consider a new distribution of RL , g(RL ) (with cdf G(RL )), which is a mean preserving
spread of f (RL ), in the sense that probability weight has been taken from the center of f and moved to the tails. We assume that following this increase in riskiness
G(A) > F (A)23 , and that it only affects one of the individuals in the joint-liability case
(individual 1). The discontinuity in our utility function around the repayment threshold
(for individual 1, RL = A under the individual-liability contract; RL = 2A − R˜L under the joint-liability contract) means that second-order stochastic dominance does not
ensure that the Proposition holds in general. For instance, consider a case under the
individual-liability contract where K is relatively small and A is close to the mean. In
that case, and if we assume that G(A) > F (A), expected utility may potentially increase
as a result of an increased likelihood that the borrower will be able to forego giving up
RB B upon reaching the threshold, the gains to which (K) fail to offset the loss.
As already mentioned, K is nevertheless likely to be large as it represents all future
potential gains from having access to credit. We therefore show under what conditions
on K Proposition 2 holds true. To show that, for a given mean of the risky project, the
fraction of individuals that apply for a loan is decreasing in the variance of the project,
we need to show in the individual-liability case that:

ZA

ZRL
u(y + R (D + B))f (R )dR + [u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K]f (RL )dRL
L

L

0

L

A

ZA
>

ZRL
u(y + R (D + B))g(R )dR + [u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K]g(RL )dRL
L

L

0

L

A

This can be written as a condition on K:
K{[1 − F (A)] − [1 − G(A)] > EG [uindiv.∗ ] − EF [uindiv.∗ ]
23

Given that we assume A < E[RL ], this is the case if f is a symmetric distribution and the spread is
such that weight is moved symmetrically to either tail.
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where EF [uindiv.∗ ] and EG [uindiv.∗ ] are analogous to the object (3) in the layout of Proposition 3 in the main text, with the subscripts denoting the distributions of RL the
expectations are taken over (g(RL ) or f (RL )). The right-hand side of this condition,
EG [uindiv.∗ ] − EF [uindiv.∗ ], is decreasing in E[RL ] for given A.
The left-hand side of this condition is the change in expected utility that arises due
to the change in probability that the relationship with the lender is maintained - the
probability that RL = A - following a shift in the distribution of the return on the
risky asset from f to g. In the case we consider above, where f is symmetric and the
spread shifts weight evenly to each tail and A < E[RL ], this expression would be positive
because G(A) > F (A). The right-hand side represents the change in expected utility
resulting solely from returns on the risky asset (that is, ignoring the value of maintaining
a relationship with the lender, K ). By second-order stochastic dominance, if the utility
function was a continuous and concave function of RL , this expression would be negative.
Because in our model the utility function is discontinuous at the repayment threshold
(when making the repayment, at the margin individuals lose RB B in returns but gain K
in utils), the right-hand side could be positive if expected returns are close to A. In such
a case, people may value the increase in risk because it makes it less likely that they will
reach the repayment threshold, and it is thus less likely they lose RB B in returns. The
magnitude of the right-hand side will depend on the location of A with respect to E[RL ]
as well as the concavity of the utility function. Thus the overall condition says that for
the spread to be expected-utility decreasing, the expected-utility losses resulting from
the reduced likelihood of maintaining a relationship with the lender must be larger than
any expected-utility gains that may arise as a result of the reduction in the likelihood of
having to make the repayment RB B.
A similar condition needs to hold for the joint-liability case:

K

n ZR
0

L

L
2A−R
Z

g(R˜L )dR˜L g(RL )dRL −

0

ZRL 2A−R
Z
0

L

o
f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL > EG [ujoint∗ ] − EF [ujoint∗ ]

0

This has an interpretation analogous to the individual-liability case.
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Proof of Proposition 3
Assumption 1 implies that E[ujoint ] > E[uindiv. ]. This can be seen from a consideration
of the expected utilities. For Proposition 3 to hold, we require that:

Z2A 2A−R
Z
0

L

u(y + RL (D + B))f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL +

+

[u(y) + K]f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL

0 2A−RL

0

ZRL ZA

ZRL

ZA

[u(y + (RL + R˜L )(D + B) − 2RB B) + K]f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL

A 2A−RL

ZRL ZRL
[u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K]f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL
+

>

A A

ZA

ZRL
u(y + R (D + B))f (R )dR + [u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K]f (RL )dRL
L

L

L

0

A

Rearranging so that all of the terms containing K are on one side, one ends up with
the condition in Assumption 1. It follows that if Assumption 1 holds, E[ujoint ] > E[uindiv. ]
and u(y + Rs∗∗ D) = U G > U I = u(y + Rs∗ D). This in turn implies that Rs∗∗ > Rs∗ .
Hence there is additional loan take-up by individuals with Rs ∈ (Rs∗ , Rs∗∗ ] under the
joint-liability contract.
Thus, in order for Propositions 2 and 3 to hold under distribution f (RL ), the condition
required on K is:

EF [uindiv.∗ ] − EF [ujoint∗ ]

K ≥ max

F (A) −

R
RL 2A−R
R L
0

,

f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL

EG [uindiv.∗ ] − EF [uindiv.∗ ]
,
G(A) − F (A)

0

EG [ujoint∗ ] − EF [ujoint∗ ]
R
RL 2A−R
R L
0

R
RL 2A−R
R L
g(R˜L )dR˜L g(RL )dRL −
f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL

0

0

Note that we have excluded the object:
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0

!

(5)

EG [uindiv.∗ ] − EG [ujoint∗ ]
G(A) −

R
RL 2A−R
R L
0

g(R˜L )dR˜L g(RL )dRL

0

from the right-hand side of the condition. This is because, under Proposition 4, we
know that:

EF [uindiv.∗ ] − EF [ujoint∗ ]
F (A) −

R
RL 2A−R
R L
0

EG [uindiv.∗ ] − EG [ujoint∗ ]

>

f (R˜L )dR˜L f (RL )dRL

G(A) −

0

R
RL 2A−R
R L
0

g(R˜L )dR˜L g(RL )dRL

0

Hence it is implicit that K will be large enough to ensure that Proposition 3 holds
under both the original distribution and its mean-preserving spread.

Proof of Proposition 4
Consider a mean-preserving spread of the same kind as the one described in Proposition 2
(that is, one that makes G(A) > F (A)), and assume that this increase in riskiness only affects one of the individuals in the joint-borrowing partnership (individual 1). Proposition
4 can be seen by considering the cases illustrated in Figure 1:

Case 1 : RL ≥ A, R˜L ≥ A
Case 2 : RL ≥ 2A − R˜L , R˜L < A
Case 3 : RL < A, R˜L ≥ 2A − RL
Case 4 : RL ≥ A, RL ≤ 2A − R˜L , R˜L < A
Case 5 : RL < A, R˜L ≤ 2A − RL , R˜L ≥ A
Case 6 : RL < A, R˜L < A

The utilities delivered to individual 1 in each case under the two types of contract, as
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well as their relative magnitudes given Assumption 2, are laid out below:
Case

Joint Contract Utility

Individual Contract Utility

1

u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K

=

u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K

2

u(y + (RL + RL )(D˜ + B) − 2RB B) + K

<

u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K

3

u(y) + K

≥

u(y + RL (D + B))

4

u(y + RL (D + B))

<

u(y + RL (D + B) − RB B) + K

5

u(y + RL (D + B))

=

u(y + RL (D + B))

6

u(y + RL (D + B))

=

u(y + RL (D + B))

The effect of this mean-preserving spread is to shift probability weight from cases 1, 2,
and 4 to cases 3, 5, and 6. This makes states of the world in which the joint-liability
contract is weakly preferred to the individual-liability contract more likely, and states
where the individual-liability contract is weakly preferred to the joint-liability contract
less likely. This means that under the new distribution g(RL ) we have that:

EG [u(y + Rs∗ D)] − EG [u(y + Rs∗∗ D)] < EF [u(y + Rs∗ D)] − EF [u(y + Rs∗∗ D)]

which is equivalent to:

EG [u(y + Rs∗ D)] − EF [u(y + Rs∗ D)] < EG [u(y + Rs∗∗ D)] − EF [u(y + Rs∗∗ D)]

which is what we needed to show to prove the proposition.
Cases 3, 5, and 6 (where RL < A) are states of the world where the individual weakly
prefers the joint-liability contract. The individual is either “bailed out” by her borrowing
partner where she otherwise would have failed to repay if she had been individually
liable (case 3), thus benefiting from the receipt of K utils; or she receives exactly the
same payoff as she would have received under the individual-liability contract (cases 5
and 6). In cases where she would be able to repay on her own anyway (RL > A), she
either loses out due to failing to earn enough to “bail out” her partner and repay their
total joint liability (case 4); will manage to cover her joint liability but lose out on her
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total return relative to individual liability because she has to cover her partner’s shortfall
(case 2); or her utility is the same as it would have been under individual liability (case
1). Thus, by making cases where individual 1 either prefers the joint-liability contract,
or is indifferent between joint and individual liability, relatively more likely than cases
where the individual-liability contract is preferred (or where she is indifferent between
the two), the relative desirability of the joint-liability contract increases. This means that
expected utility is falling by a smaller amount, for the given increase in riskiness, under
joint liability than under individual liability, which is equivalent to Proposition 4.
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Appendix C - Determinants of village-level risk

Table C.1: Determinants of village-level risk
Village risk
Crop disaster %
Job loss %
Robbery %
Death %
Illness %
Money transfers %
Under 16
Over 60
Industry: Dairy
Industry: Felt
Buddhist %
Distance to province centre
Constant
Observations
R-squared

0.385**
(0.048)
2.644*
(0.279)
0.158
(0.124)
0.070
(0.140)
-0.022
(0.61)
0.051
(0.039)
0.196***
(0.014)
0.776***
(0.193)
0.108***
(0.020)
0.266***
(0.026)
-0.283***
(0.033)
0.001***
(0.000)
0.308**
(0.060)
30
0.839

Notes: Data source: Village and household survey. This table
shows a regression to link village risk to various village-level
characteristics. The first five variables are village averages of
households reported to have experienced the mentioned shock
within the last year (crop disaster, job loss, robbery, death,
illness). The variable "Money transfers %" is the average of
households that reported to have received or given a monetary
transfer from friends or family within the last year. "Under
16" and "Over 60" are village level averages of households that
include at least one member below the age of 16 or above the
age of 60. Variables "Industry: Dairy" and "Industry: Felt"
indicate whether one of the top three industries in the village
is dairy or felt, respectively. "Buddhist %" is the percentage
of buddhists in the village. "Distance to province centre" is a
continuous variable, indicating the number of kilometres between the village and the province centre. Robust standard
errors in parentheses. ***, **, * denote significance at the 1%,
5% and 10% level.
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Appendix D - Who takes up loans?
One might expect that the joint-liability contract perhaps attracted a group of people that
was different from the group that took up individual-liability loans. Table C.1 presents
a statistical comparison between the women that took up a loan in the joint-liability
and those in the individual-liability villages. For each variable we present the baseline
mean for the individual-lending treatment group (in the post-attrition sample) as well as
the difference in means between the individual and the joint-liability borrowers (with a
p-value for a t-test of equality of these means).
The table shows very few significant differences between individual-liability and jointliability borrowers along a large number of observable characteristics. For instance, we
find no significant differences in terms of household composition; borrower characteristics
such as age, education, and religion); the types of self-employment activities; consumption
expenditures; and location (distance to province centre). The only difference we observe
is one in terms of initial credit access. Women taking loans in joint-liability villages
are slightly less likely to have a loan with a bank at baseline (significant at 5% level).
However, this does not translate into a statistically significant difference in terms of the
amount of total outstanding debt at baseline. When we control for initial debt (Table
E.1 in Appendix E) all our results continue to go through.
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Table D.1: Comparison of borrowers in individual versus joint-liability villages
Individual

Panel A. Post-attrition household sample
Household composition
# members
# adults (>=16 years old)
# children (<16 years old)
Age of respondent
Education of respondent (1=at most grade VII)
Religion of respondent (1=Buddhist)
Self-employment activities
Any type of enterprise
Respondent has own enterprise
Revenue of respondent’s enterprise
Expenses of respondent’s enterprise
Profit of respondent’s enterprise
Employment activities (except self-employment)
# of income sources
Wages from agricultural work
Wages from private business
Wages from mining
Wages from teaching
Wages from government
Income from benefits
Any other income
Consumption (1,000s MNT)
Total consumption expenditures (yearly)
Durable consumption (yearly)
Non-durables consumption (monthly)
Food consumption (weekly)
Household asset index
Distance to province centre (in km)
Access to credit:
Loan from bank
Loan from relatives
Loan from friends
Any other loan
Any type of loan
Amount borrowed from (1,000s MNT):
Bank
Relatives
Friends
Other
Total
Panel B. Attrition
Not surveyed at endline

Group - Indiv

Obs

Obs

Mean

St. Dev.

Coeff.

p-value

422
422
422
422
422
422

192
192
192
192
192
192

4.797
1.661
3.151
39.844
0.099
0.724

1.677
1.344
1.378
8.374
0.299
0.448

0.225
0.130
0.084
-0.148
0.018
0.024

0.336
0.551
0.548
0.891
0.520
0.738

422
422
422
422
422

192
192
192
192
192

0.63
0.391
450.1
310.1
140.0

0.485
0.489
1,210
963.9
819.6

-0.003
0.009
112.5
61.4
51.1

0.959
0.869
0.427
0.544
0.590

422
422
422
422
422
422
422
422

192
192
192
192
192
192
192
192

0.599
0.115
0.089
0.010
0.089
0.146
0.932
0.214

0.717
0.319
0.285
0.102
0.285
0.354
0.252
0.411

-0.038
-0.028
0.016
0.033
-0.010
-0.041
0.024
-0.079

0.733
0.529
0.602
0.083
0.716
0.338
0.385
0.078

405
419
415
414
422

186
191
189
190
192

2,916
930
89.62
17.70
-0.12

2,068
1,019
95
19.68
1.03

-67.75
-62.79
-10.43
3.27
0.02

0.901
0.655
0.492
0.594
0.871

413

192

129

37.32

-19.75

0.346

422
422
422
422
422

192
192
192
192
192

0.635
0.031
0.026
0.083
0.714

0.483
0.174
0.160
0.277
0.453

-0.157
-0.010
0.000
0.017
-0.127

0.037
0.566
0.998
0.750
0.060

415
414
414
414
414

187
188
189
190
186

510
0.5
0.4
7.1
558

785
6
4
27
820

-106
-0.1
-0.2
-1.1
-121.8

0.290
0.901
0.625
0.768
0.205

422

192

0.125

0.332

-0.021

0.612

Notes: Data source: baseline household survey. Unit of observation: household. Panel A: sample includes only households of respondents
who took up a loan and who were surveyed at endline. Panel B: sample includes all households surveyed at baseline. In case of household
characteristics, the standard errors are clustered at the village level. Wages from private business includes wages from working in a shop,
market, bank, finance company, or other private business. 1,000s MNT: Thousands of Mongolian tögrög. The exchange rate at baseline was
USD 1 to MNT 1,150.
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Appendix E - Additional tables
Table E.1: Robustness - Additional interaction terms
Baseline

Joint Liability (JL)

(1)
-0.655∗∗∗
(0.001)

Highly
educated
(2)
-0.564∗∗
(0.011)

Investment risk, CV

-3.777∗∗∗
(0.002)

-3.718∗∗∗
(0.002)

-3.761∗∗∗
(0.002)

-3.966∗∗∗
(0.000)

-3.427∗∗∗
(0.010)

JL * Investment Risk

4.867∗∗∗
(0.001)

4.796∗∗∗
(0.001)

4.835∗∗∗
(0.001)

4.577∗∗∗
(0.001)

3.435∗∗
(0.031)

Average expected return (ER)

-0.00566
(0.964)

-0.0152
(0.903)

-0.00419
(0.973)

-0.0811
(0.461)

0.134
(0.354)

JL * ER

0.0540
(0.656)

0.0654
(0.586)

0.0537
(0.655)

0.174
(0.139)

-0.128
(0.403)

Covariate (X)

0.0325
(0.661)

0.0607∗∗
(0.031)

0.426
(0.152)

-0.0126
(0.411)

Interaction X*JL

-0.130
(0.225)

-0.0140
(0.749)

-0.743∗∗
(0.044)

0.0098
(0.726)

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
686

Household covariates
Province FE
Observations

Yes
Yes
829

Loans at
baseline
(3)
-0.644∗∗∗
(0.002)

Enterprise
baseline
(4)
-0.235
(0.536)

Risk
aversion
(5)
-0.486∗∗
(0.012)

Notes: This table replicates column 2 from Table 5 in the first column after which the subsequent columns include additional interaction terms between baseline covariates and the joint
liability dummy. Column 2 interact JL with an indicator for whether the household head is
highly educated or not; column 3 with an indicator whether the household had loans outstanding at baseline or not; column 4 with an indicator of whether the household owned an
enterprise at baseline or not; and column 5 with a measure of risk aversion. *, **, *** indicates
significance at the 10, 5 and 1 percent level.
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Table E.2: Robustness - Imposing restrictions on expectations data
Without restrictions

With restrictions

Village-level
risk
(1)

Individuallevel risk
(2)

Village-level
risk
(3)

Individuallevel risk
(4)

Joint Liability (JL)

-0.655∗∗∗
(0.001)

0.0803∗
(0.096)

-0.645∗∗∗
(0.000)

0.0789∗
(0.080)

Investment risk, CV

-3.777∗∗∗
(0.002)

-1.833∗∗∗
(0.004)

-3.974∗∗∗
(0.010)

-3.648∗∗
(0.011)

JL * Investment Risk

4.867∗∗∗
(0.001)

2.154∗∗∗
(0.005)

5.184∗∗∗
(0.001)

4.619∗∗∗
(0.000)

Average expected return (ER)

-0.006
(0.964)

0.038
(0.676)

0.094
(0.459)

0.107
(0.243)

JL * ER

0.0540
(0.656)

0.0008
(0.989)

-0.0313
(0.805)

-0.0716
(0.238)

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Yes
Yes
829

Household covariates
Province FE
Observations

Notes: This table provides robustness tests on restrictions on reported expectation data
to estimate the relationship between microcredit liability structure, investment risk and
loan demand (applications). Columns 1-2 replicate our results of columns 2 and 4 in
Table 5 for ease of comparison. These are calculated without imposing any restricions.
Columns 3-4 report similar regressins with two restrictions imposed: respondents who
reported probabilities of zero or one as well as those whose reported probabilities that
added up to more than 1.2 or less than 0.8 were excluded and imputations were used
instead. In columns 1 and 3 investment risk is measured at the village level, in columns
2 and 4 at the individual level. p-values in parentheses, standard errors clustered at the
village level. Covariates are the same as in Table 4. *, **, *** indicates significance at
the 10, 5 and 1 percent level.
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Appendix F - Subjective expectation data
Response rates and reporting of probabilities
Table F.1 provides information on response rates and the extent of inconsistencies in
reporting probabilities, as discussed in Section 4.1 of the main text. The total number of
observations (as shown in the first row of the table) in the matched household and loan
data set used in this analysis is 836. Of these respondents, 81 percent reported at the time
of the baseline survey that they intend to use a loan from XacBank for productive purposes, that is, to invest into at least one enterprise. The remaining respondents reported
to intend to use the loan to fund consumption (10%), education expenses (3%), general
household expenses (3%), health expenses (1%), or ‘other’ (2%). The 679 respondents
that intended to use a loan for a productive investment were further asked about their
expectations about the returns to this investment. They were also asked the probability
questions. Overall, 92% of respondents answered all four of these questions.
The remaining rows of the table provide details on the responses given to the probability questions. We see that - similar to the sample analyzed by Attanasio et al. (2005)
- 10% (26%) of households report a probability of 0 or 1 to the question of likelihood
that the business revenue will be above (below) the midpoint between the minimum and
maximum reported expected returns. We also report how many households report a probability of 0.5 and find this to be 12% on average. This again is similar to the 15% found
by Attanasio et al. (2005). We do not exclude respondents that reported probabilities of
zero or one but show in robustness tests in Table E.2 in Appendix E that our findings
are very similar when imposing this assumption on the data.
The last two rows of Table F.1 provide descriptive statistics of the sum of the two
reported probabilities. These should in theory add up to 1 but we refrained from imposing
this restriction during the interviews. We find that the average sum of the reported
probabilities is 1.26. When excluding probabilities of zero and one, it decreases to 1.15.
In our analysis, we do not exclude respondents whose reported probabilities do not add
up to 100. Table E.2 shows, however, that our results are robust to excluding respondents
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Table F.1: Response rates and reporting probability
Total number of observations
Number of respondents intending to use loan for enterprise
Percentage of respondents intending to use loan for enterprise
Expected minimum and maximum revenues provided
Both probabilities provided

836
679
81.2%
633
627

Percentage of respondents with complete information

92.3%

No.
No.
No.
No.

(%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

of
of
of
of

respondents
respondents
respondents
respondents

reporting
reporting
reporting
reporting

0 or 1 to Prob(above)
0.5 to Prob(above)
0 or 1 to Prob(below)
0.5 to Prob(below)

63 (10%)
76 (12%)
166 (26%)
73 (12%)

Mean of sum Prob(above)+Prob(below)
Mean of sum Prob(above)+Prob(below), excluding Prob 0 and 1

1.26
1.15

This table provides summary statistics on the responses to questions on investment return expectations and probabilities.

whose summed probabilities are above 120 or below 80.
To gain a deeper understanding of the response rates, we check how the following three
dependent variables covary with a large set of observable characteristics of the respondent
and her household24 : (i) an indicator for whether the household intends to invest the loan
into an enterprise or not, (ii) an indicator for whether the respondent gave answers to
the expectation and probability questions, and (iii) an indicator for whether she gave a
theoretically “incorrect” answer to any of the expectations questions.
This exercise shows that only very few covariates correlate significantly with any of
these indicator variables. In particular, we find that the education level of the respondent
is not predictive of non-reporting or mis-reporting. Furthermore, we find that respondents
that owned an enterprise at baseline were both more likely to report to plan to use the
loan for entrepreneurial activities and were also more likely to provide full answers to the
set of expectations questions. The latter result likely reflects that existing entrepreneurs
find it easier to provide return estimates as they already had prior business experience.
The full results for these regressions are available from the authors upon request.
24

We consider the following covariates: dummy for highly-educated household head (HH); dummy for
married HH; age (squared) of HH; dummy for household with at least one member >60 years; dummy
for household with at least one member <16 years; dummy for Buddhist or Hahl households. Additional covariates indicate economic status (ownership of dwelling, fence, well, vehicle, tools, animals);
shocks experienced in the past year (crop disaster, illness, job loss, death in household); a dummy for
outstanding debt; and the number of loans.
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Lastly, we plot the average expected return against our risk measure (both at the
individual level), as shown in the figure below. The solid line shows fitted values. As
expected, the data show that with an increase in expected risk, also the expected return
increases.
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